The theme of the conference is FIELDS OF RESONANCE and we hope this will inspire music therapy professionals, researchers and students to present their perspectives on the use of music in various settings and situations, resonating with colleagues and peers in a growing clinical and academic field.

For the EMTC 2019, we have found the most suitable and preferable venue in Aalborg, Denmark. The venue for the Opening Ceremony, keynotes, sessions and Closing Ceremony will be at the Musikkens Hus (House of Music), an astonishing new concert venue with a large amphitheatrical concert hall and various smaller meeting rooms located along the city’s beautiful waterfront.

Lars Ole Bonde: Resonance, Intensity and Will in Music Psychotherapy

Monika Geretsegger: Resonating research – What is needed to make music therapy research and implementation more relevant, meaningful, and innovative?

Susan Hart: Neuroaffective perspectives on resonance
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